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According to disclosed documents, minutes of a series of private meetings of
representatives of 27 governments disclose plans to "speed up" the introduction of the
modified crops and foods and to "deal with" public resistance to them.

Forget about immoral wars based on lies that result in the murder of hundreds of thousands of
people, including the soldiers who "followed orders" and die in those wars. Forget about false
flag operations like the Reichstag fire, 9/11, and the London bombings, when world leaders
murder their own people in order to frighten them into submission. Forget about the
international banking conspiracy to control all of the wealth on earth. Forget about the bio
weapon programs run by our government that increased dramatically under the Bush
administration, where an accident, an earthquake (or an evil individual like Dick Cheney) could
potentially unleash life-ending viruses onto the nation and the world. And forget about the
criminal suppression of technologies that would provide enough clean and cheap energy to fulfill
all our needs.

If there is one reason that serves as an even stronger reason for the people of this planet to
unite and storm virtually every government associated with the ruling establishment, it is the
secretive, but confirmed, manipulation of the food chain of the entire planet! The people who
rule this planet are altering the food chain in a way that is irreversible and in a way that could
possibly lead to the extinction of life on earth!

As part of a presentation I give on media deception (in which I show people what media
deception is and teach them how to spot it), I spend a short time talking about the ridiculous
myth that Americans live in some sort of democracy. To illustrate this, I ask people who attend
my presentations whether their consent was requested by our government before some
scientists, some horrible evil scientists who misused their knowledge to create the world's most
destructive weapons, detonated the first hydrogen bomb. You see, when these scientists
detonated the first H-Bomb they were not certain as to whether or not the explosion would be
contained. Hydrogen bombs detonate in the atmosphere. The scientists in charge raised some
concern that testing the bomb might cause the entire planet to explode in a huge nuclear chain
reaction. Yet they went ahead despite this calculated risk! Your government risked your life and
the lives of everyone who lived on earth that day. And they risked the lives of everyone who will
live on this planet in the future. If you ask me...the people who decided that this would be OK,
and the people who followed the orders of the decision makers, should have been charge with
crimes against humanity and hanged...or worse!
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Today, this risk is being taken without your consent again! Genetically modified crops and
livestock are being infused into our food chain, forever changing the genetic makeup of our
plants and animals. We have no idea what problems this may cause. We have no idea how this
will affect our own health or the health of the ecosystem. We don't know if or how viruses that
infect any GM animals may mutate and kill us all. There is a clear risk that if you break one link
in the food chain, the entire chain can collapse. And then what?

We recently had a big scare that still has not been resolved. You probably don't know much
about it because we don't have a national news media in this nation. We have a perception
management industry that is called mainstream media, but their job is to keep your false
impression of reality alive and well. While they were reporting around the clock about the
activities about two pre-selected presidential candidates, they made sure you did not pay too
much attention to the fact that bees all over this planet started to mysteriously die off. Well,
something was killing them, and no one knew what that was. There are some indications that
GM crops caused them to mysteriously die off. Remember that without bees we have no
pollination and as a result, for the most part, no plants. That means there are no trees or
flowers to provide the earth with most of its food. And that also means that we significantly
reduce the supply of oxygen that green plants give us in exchange for our carbon dioxide. And
that's pretty scary.

However, the bee issue pales in comparison to the even scarier human (corporate and
government) manipulation of the genetic makeup of plants and animals on this planet. Talk
about big government! It does not get any bigger than that! It's one thing to tell me whom I can
marry or what kind of sex I may enjoy, but it is a far greater crime to tamper with my food
supply!

Many people have different opinions as to why governments are tampering with our food. Some
believe it is conspiracy to control the profits of food sales. Monsanto, for example, has
manipulated corn so that the corn does not produce seeds, and assures that farmers
consistently have to buy new seeds...from whom?...from Monsanto of course! Not a bad
business model...with a little help from legislators. Others believe that eugenics is at play here.
It is a
well kept secret that the
global ruling elite have concluded that in order for the human species to survive we must bring
the world population down to about 500,000 people. Well, we are closing in on 7 billion people
on this planet. If the population of the world continues to grow at the current rate, we are about
10 years away from having to go to war over access to drinking water!

But no matter what the reason...the fact that my food supply is being tampered without any
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explanation, and without a way to reverse the changes...makes me want to ge out there and
hang people. I have never been angrier than I am over this issue. I know that it is a crime to
threaten people or to instigate a revolution. But I am going to say what needs to be said...there
are people on this planet that have taken over aspects of life on earth and have left us with no
way to protect ourselves from them or the ramifications of their actions. These people are at this
moment secretively manipulating your life. They are murdering you. They are murdering your
children. And I'll tell you this...I would have no problem marching those bastards to the gallows!

According to disclosed documents , minutes of a series of private meetings of representatives
of 27 governments disclose plans to "speed up" the introduction of the modified crops and foods
and to "deal with" public resistance to them. OK, then I say that society should speed up an
effort to eliminate these dangerous people...and then "deal with the government resistance!"

And to you police officers, FBI agents, CIA agents, Department of Homeland Security thugs and
Blackwater hit men, you are all victims as well. You need to think about that before you protect
those bastards! I am on your side! Remember that.

You know...sometimes I feel like the John McCarthy character at the end of the film, Invasion of
the Body Snatchers!
I sound crazy telling everyone about the pods...but, my friends...trucks of pods overturn on
highways every day...you just have to stop for a moment to ask what they are! Heed the
warnings...we really don't have much time left. Think about it. Jesse Richard - Editor, TvNews
LIES.
org.

References:
- Europe's secret plan to boost GM crop production
- Henry Kissinger's Depopulation Agenda: National Security Study Memorandum 200
- Professor's "Kill 90% of Population" Comments Echo UN, Elite NGO policies
- The Population Control Agenda
- A History Timeline of Population Control
- The U.N.'s 1994 Global Biodiversity Assessment Report, envisages a 70% reduction in
world population to 2 billion people.
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Video: Monsanto Controlling Our Food

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

Some notes for you...my wife is from the Philippines. When she read my article she told me
that in the early 70s, right after Kissinger came out with Memorandum 200, they started
distributing propaganda about over population to children as they blended this them into a
popular children's comic book. And they started teaching about birth control in schools, Catholic
schools! Let me repeat that...after Kissinger''s memo came out the CATHOLIC schools decided
that teaching people in one of the lesser nations, as described by Kissinger, about birth control
was OK! That is where she learned about IUDs! Think about that for a while!

Interestingly enough...guess who was known in the Philippines at the time of the rigged Marcos
elections? Dick Cheney. You want to know why...he was there as an election observer! Think
about that!

The US government, has a long history of getting involved in rigged elections all over the world.
We have propped up dictators all over, including Saddam Hussein, Pinochet (Bush family
friend and human rights violator), the Shah of Iran. Nice country we live in. It is hard to remain
proud to be American when America has done so many shameful things!
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